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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario:
You are a network administrator for a company named Contoso,Ltd. The network is configured
as shown in the exhibit.
You install the Remote Access server role on Server2.
Server2 has the following configured.
*Network address translation (NAT)
*The DHCP Server server role
The Security Policy of Contoso states that only TCP ports 80 and 443 are allowed from the
internet to server2 You identify the following requirements:
* Add 28 devices to subnet2 for a temporary project.
* Configure Server2 to accept VPN connections from the internet.
* Ensure that devices on Subnet2 obtain TCP/IP settings from DHCP on Server2.
End of Scenario:
You deploy a computer named Computer8 to subnet4. Computer8 has an IP address of
192.168.10.230 and a subnet mask of 255.255.255.240 What is the broadcast address for
Subnet4? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
When restoring System State on a live Windows web server, what must happen for the system
state to take effect?
A. reboot the server before the restore of system state
B. reboot the server after restore of system state
C. restore system state in Directory Services Restore mode
D. restore system state in Safe mode
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your company has 100 user mailboxes. The company purchases a subscription to Office

365 for professionals and small businesses. You need to enable the Litigation Hold feature for
each mailbox.
What should you do first?
A. Create a service request.
B. Enable audit logging for all of the mailboxes.
C. Modify the default retention policy.
D. Purchase a subscription to Office 365 for midsize business and enterprises.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The first step will always be the purchasing the correct Office 365 plan to suit your needs.
There are three plans of Office 365: Professional, Mid-Size Businesses, and Enterprise.
The Office 365 Mid-sized businesses and Enterprise plans will allow you to enable Litigation
Hold. The Professional plan is not compliant with this setting. User mailboxes that are placed
under litigation hold with the external audit enabled meet all compliance requirements,
because the data is immutable.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to perform an upgrade from Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015 to Microsoft Dynamics
CRM 2016.
Which two steps should be taken before the upgrade process starts? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
A. Verify that all integrations with other systems run as expected.
B. Review infrastructure and decide if new hardware will be required.
C. Perform a base and extension table merge.
D. Design a disaster recovery plan.
Answer: A,C
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